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of the International Union for the Conservation of 

Nature (2014), to ensure that “natural or near natu-

ral areas [are] set aside to protect large-scale eco-

logical processes, along with the complement of 

species and ecosystems characteristic of the area.” 

However, since their initial establishment in the US 

at Yellowstone in 1872, national parks have also 

been intrinsically linked to evolving notions of what 

Introduction

In the late 19th century the early national parks of 

the US, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand were 

created in response to evolving societal constructs 

regarding our relationship with nature and wilder-

ness. National parks are at their core environmen-

tal management instruments, created, in the words 
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Such a characterization, Eifler (2000) notes, is not 

at odds with our understanding of wilderness in the 

sense that wilderness “need not be confined only to 

the land and its resources. In many ways the fron-

tier towns presented bewildering situations to their 

earliest residents” (p. 192).

The idea that the natural world may lead to bewil-

derment by those that seek to interact with it is not 

new. The creation of the US National Park Service 

is said to have emerged from the confluence of a 

range of societal and environmental forces—“the 

religious naturalism of Thoreau and Emerson, 

romanticism in the arts and early nostalgia for what 

was obviously the end of untamed wilderness” 

(Sax, 1980, p. 7). Leopold (1968) wrote that the 

“ability to see the cultural value of wilderness boils 

down, in the last analysis, to a collection of intel-

lectual humility” (p. 200). The societal forces that 

pushed for the conservation of wild areas (or what 

eventually became known in the US after 1916 as 

the “National Parks movement”) saw their use by 

the public for spiritual inspiration, solitude, and the 

maintenance of physical health and well-being. From 

a political perspective, not only did the protection 

and conservation of pristine natural environments 

provide a vital public recreation resource, they also 

became a symbol of national pride and cultural 

superiority (Nash, 1967). The present authors do 

not dispute that national parks may indeed have 

such values. However, we do wish to suggest 

that our ability to understand consumer culture in 

national parks cannot be limited to simple analy-

ses of purchase intent, tourist motivations, and the 

other concerns of tourism in neoliberal market 

economies. Instead, there is necessity to understand 

such forces in the context of the way in which the 

wilderness area itself gives definition and meaning 

to the human enterprise (Leopold, 1968).

In the present article we will consider the role 

of media in the marketing of national parks to an 

increasingly diverse population. Films have the 

potential to capture the essence of what character-

izes parks to various stakeholder groups. The recent 

National Parks Experience film series (see http://

npexperience.com/), by way of example, seeks to 

tell the stories of individual park users in the hope 

that they can encourage a broader section of the 

population to make themselves part of the national 

park story. While this is the ideal, the use of mass 

constitutes society and ways in which society may 

best interact with the natural world. Tourism is per-

haps the most well-known of these social processes. 

The International Union for the Conservation of 

Nature (2014) notes that in addition to the afore-

mentioned environmental preservation goals, parks 

must also provide a foundation for “environmen-

tally and culturally compatible spiritual, scientific, 

educational, recreational and visitor opportunities.”

Humankind’s relationship to wilderness has 

evolved over the 150-year history of the national 

parks movement. In Australia, authors including 

Hall (1992) have written of the way in that societal 

consciousness of the need for environmental pres-

ervation through parks and other protected areas 

has grown from the concern of a niche collection of 

environmental pioneers to being a concern for the 

wider community and policy makers. This evolving 

environmental consciousness stands in stark con-

trast to the anthropocentric concerns of early rec-

reationalists who frequently saw the environment 

in parks, such as the Royal National Park south of 

Sydney, as a blank canvas for pursuing a range of 

“enlightened” pursuits including: croquet, cricket, 

boating, picnics, military tattoos, and the like. The 

wilderness with which these recreationalists were 

interacting is, we argue, a social construct in the 

sense that the characterization of a landscape as 

“wilderness” is made on the basis of a perceived 

lack of human intervention in the landscape. The 

manner with which society may attempt to exert 

control over wilderness is determined in part on the 

basis of broader societal processes that are particu-

lar to different regions of the world.

By way of example, it was the opening up of the 

US states of Montana and California to gold pros-

pectors in the 1860s that first led to the establish-

ment of national parks, including Yellowstone and 

Yosemite (Chittenden & Bartlett, 1964; Doremus, 

1999; Runte, 1997). Gold prospecting is an activity 

fundamentally connected to the historical develop-

ment of the “frontier psyche” in the US (Babcock, 

1949; Johnson, 2001). Drawing on the words of 

former editor of the Sacramento Placer Times 

Edward Kemble (1849, cited in Eifler, 2000) who 

wrote that within 1 year of the “discovery” of gold 

the characterization of the area as Sacramento city 

is “no misnomer. . . . The river’s side presents a 

scene of admirable city-like confusion” (p. 192). 
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the potential in parks, such as the Royal National 

Park south of Sydney, in terms of the opportunities 

provided to see wildlife from other countries (nota-

bly deer), picnics, and other passive pursuits (East-

wood, 2014). While there is no doubt these areas are 

as valuable to large sections of the population then as 

they are now, Miram (2002) notes that such narrow 

views have the potential to gloss over the profound 

spiritual values that underpins humankind’s connec-

tion to nature in many parts of the world (Broder, 

Collins, Holmgren, & Macdonald, 2006; Miles-

Watson & Miles-Watson, 2011; Singh & Sharma, 

2010). While Saunders (2013) notes that an ecologi-

cal aesthetic has overtaken scenic aesthetic qualities 

as the predominant driver and rationale for appreciat-

ing and preserving nature, Tuan (1989) identifies the 

aesthetic experience as one that contains “an element 

of life-enhancing surprise” (p. 233)—we may be pre-

pared yet it catches us unaware. This implies a per-

sonal engagement beyond mere activity, which sits 

outside ecological descriptions.

For many years writers, painters, and other artists 

have played an important role in the representation 

of various perspectives on the changing nature of 

the environment for human society and in particu-

lar the effect of industrialization and how it should 

respond (Ashton, 1968; Coleman, 1992; Wylie, 

1989). Such an observation is important for the 

present discussion in the sense that how successful 

the media is in marketing a vision for national parks 

stems from their ability to tap into the sensibilities 

of the listening public. Robinson and Andersen 

(2002) talk of literature as being simultaneously 

an object or culture, a mechanism whereby culture 

may be created. Travel writing in mediums includ-

ing poetry, novels, and popular magazines has the 

ability to inspire people to visit national parks. In 

this regard, Urry (1995) talks of the influence of 

poets such as Coleridge and Wordsworth on visi-

tor interest in England’s Lakes District. Similarly 

the environmental historian Runte (2002) talks elo-

quently of the ways in which magazines, includ-

ing Life and the Saturday Evening Post, provided a 

source of inspiration for his mother to visit national 

parks, resulting in a renewed commitment to life 

that stemmed from her exposure to a “country as 

magnificent as it was healing” (p. 70).

In the foundational 1790 text on aesthetics, Cri-

tique of Judgment, Kant (1790/1987) argued that 

media by tourism interests too often defines their 

goals solely in terms of the potential for economic 

return from their marketing to consumers.

Such environmental commodification runs the 

risk of glossing over the symbolic complexities that 

characterize society’s perceived value in the natu-

ral world. Our relationship with national parks has 

always been complex, with preservation and con-

servation balanced against recreation and tourism 

use. A commodification of the aesthetic of land-

scape, combined with processes used to attract 

visitors/tourists to areas of natural wilderness, sees 

mass media becoming central to expectations of 

national parks. We must, in the words of Leopold 

(1968), avoid becoming like the “shallow-minded 

man (sic) who has lost his rootage in the land [and] 

assumes that he has already discovered what is 

important” (p. 200). Instead, there is a necessity to 

begin a discussion of how media can better appreci-

ate the complexities of parks and become reflexive 

to the concerns of wider society in the manner in 

which they present the landscape of parks to the 

world. We start with understanding aesthetics as 

a concept before relating this to consumer culture 

and the experience of place.

Aesthetics and Landscape

The concept of assigning areas of land for pres-

ervation in their natural state and for the future ben-

efit of society grew out of both 19th century artistic 

Romanticism and the emergence of the naturalist sci-

ences. The relationship of external objects to inner 

values is the essence of the aesthetic: magnificent 

mountains and a sense of wonder, the grandeur of a 

thunderstorm, and a sense of humility and awe that 

such powerful natural processes instill in people. Dur-

ing the 18th and 19th centuries Western artists began 

to popularize the spiritual, restorative, health-giving 

benefits of natural settings. The backdrop of this 

emerging shift in cultural values was the industrial 

revolution, which heralded the unprecedented growth 

of cities, pollution, poverty, and dehumanizing labor. 

On this subject Mirams (2002) has identified the 

challenges that beset early environmental pioneers 

such as James Barrett as they fought against environ-

mental land managers who at the time were primarily 

concerned with the utilitarian possibilities afforded 

by parks bordering urban areas. Such managers saw 
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the reputation of an object or site, such as a national 

park, reflect the continual jockeying for position, 

prestige, and status in a cultural economy in which 

different groups compete with each other to ascend 

a social and cultural hierarchy (Bourdieu, 1984).

There is selectivity involved in what people see, 

and the observations, and thereby knowledge, that are 

constructed from this. Meinig (1979) in The Behold-

ing Eye: Ten Versions of the Same Scene makes this 

clear in relation to landscape. He suggests:

a simple exercise: take a small but varied group . . .  

and have each describe the landscape, . . . what it 

is composed of and something of the “mean-

ing” of what can be seen. It will soon be appar-

ent that even though we gather together and look 

in the same direction at the same instant, we will 

not—we cannot—see the same landscape. Thus 

we confront the central problem: any landscape is 

composed not only of what lies before our eyes 

but what lies within our heads. Recognition of this 

brings us to the brink of some formidably complex 

matters. We are concerned not with the elements 

but with the essence, with the organising ideas we 

use to make sense out of what we see. (p. 33)

In this way, it is inescapable that the visitor sees in 

the vista the aesthetics, values, governing ideas, and 

underlying philosophies of their culture (Meinig, 

1979). Aesthetics, in this way, mediate the tourist’s 

interpretation of the tourism landscape. Moreover, 

Jameson (1983) writes that we cannot return to aes-

thetics based on historical situations that are no lon-

ger ours; we are held to our current contexts. The 

expansion of capitalism has changed the values, uses, 

and even concepts of ownership of space, with spa-

tial issues being the fundamental organizing concern 

of political cultures (McDonald & Wearing, 2013; 

Soja, 1989). Postmodern engagement with place is 

narrative and social, differing from the 19th century 

aesthetic of transcendent and unreachable.

Consumption and Consumer Culture

While it can be therefore understood that tourism 

sites hold an aesthetic content that elicits a response 

from visitors, the cultural economy of place means 

that understanding aesthetics is not straightforward 

(see Sharp, 2007). In the context of the fashion 

industry, Entwistle (2002) notes that “economic 

calculations are entwined with cultural concerns, 

appreciation of the aesthetic is demonstrated by 

“taste,” with some people having greater ability to 

discern and judge, and therefore name, such eso-

teric qualities than others (Leith, 2001). Like Kant, 

the social theorist Pierre Bourdieu (1984) concep-

tualized that one’s ability to exercise good “taste” 

had become a marker of social status in modern 

society. Kant argued that the aesthetic exists in 

autonomy as an attribute of the object itself, and 

that the aesthetic is accessible only through separa-

tion from the mundane and worldly. Thus, a land-

scape can be properly appreciated only by some 

and only if viewed dispassionately. The Romantic 

period saw the aesthetic concept of beauty taken 

toward a more personal and passionate sense of the 

transcendent, itself a development of the idea of the 

sublime, and the linking these concepts specifically 

to nature. Both the art and literature of this period 

dramatize not only the sensual grandeur of vistas 

and episodes (e.g., mountains and valleys, storms 

and clouded skies, moonlight over seascapes and 

the like), but also the inward identity of response to 

these in the form of transcending the everyday into 

the realm of deeper meaning (Ferber, 2010). What 

was seen as sublime in nature lay outside reason, 

order, proportion, and balance—outside society 

and civilizing influences; it inspired awe, aston-

ishment, humility (Leith, 2001). Concepts of the 

sublime and of humankind’s need for the aesthetic 

served to increase awareness of diversity and the 

vulnerability of landscape to human exploitation. 

It was in this cultural environment that the idea of 

national parks was initiated.

However, as 20th century modernism developed, 

the idea of aesthetics as preexisting and selectively 

discernible was strongly challenged. The debate 

focuses on whether “aesthetic” can be held to be uni-

versal and timeless or if it is a politically influenced 

and historically created value system. Raymond 

Williams (1958, cited in Leith, 2001) suggests that 

the aesthetic is “a shifting historical product . . . a 

complex mutating human product linked with con-

cepts [of] literacy, imagination, taste and beauty, all 

influenced by sociological conditions” (p. 1566). 

Bourdieu (1984) contends that aesthetic judgment, 

rather than being an expression of innate taste, is 

rather a process that both produces and legitimates 

economic and status inequalities and is socially pro-

duced in association with material goals. Shifts in 
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values, practices, habits, and norms of those who 

shape the scene, including its categorization as a 

park, and in the interpretation of visitors. Since their 

inception in America in the 1870s, national parks 

have been connected to the very basis of the Ameri-

can psyche with the US Senator Dianne Feinstein 

describing national parks as “America’s cathedrals” 

(Feinstein, 2006). Such sentiments are influential 

in a marketing context as they provide a means 

for establishing a marketing segmentation frame-

work for national parks where product offerings are 

linked to visitor motivations for experiencing vari-

ous forms of recreation, spiritual enlightenment, 

cultural immersion, and the like. Over the course 

of the history of America’s National Parks move-

ment the nature of society’s connection to wilder-

ness has changed from one of fear, to exploitation, 

to reverence (Manning, 1989). The former CEO of 

the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) William Cor-

nelius Van Horne is often attributed with the obser-

vation that “If we can’t export the scenery, we’ll 

import the tourists.” The idea that not only are the 

attributes of a destination a significant determinant 

of tourist intent, though also that a tourist’s views 

of a destination is a significant determining factor 

for the managers of a region who may be consider-

ing how best to develop a particular tourist product 

or service.

Giddens (2003) argues that the new freedoms 

associated with late modernity have resulted in con-

sumers that are active, reflexive, knowing agents. 

We can place this shift toward coconsumption in 

relation to Lefebvre’s (1974/1991) observation that 

capitalism has transformed space into a commod-

ity, reproducing capitalist modes of production and 

consumption that shape the nature of social inter-

actions and relations that occur in them. Active in 

this shift is has been the role of the mass media, 

especially the 21st century new social media. The 

mass media, of course, has been well documented 

as a form of image development, from art through 

to literature and film, and includes tourism market-

ing (Beeton, 2010). Film and television in particu-

lar play an important role in tourism as particularly 

powerful mediums (Churcher, 2003) that operate 

both on the visual and emotional level, consequently 

delivering strong images (Pritchard & Morgan, 

2000). It is well documented that film viewing 

creates visitation to viewed sights (Beeton 2008, 

bound to forms of cultural knowledge, capital and 

acquired taste, and to social, cultural and institu-

tional relations” (p. 317). Such concerns impact 

on the objects, subjects, and sites of consumption 

(McDonald & Wearing, 2013) in the sense that 

beyond ensuring the basics of human life, consump-

tion can be understood as a process not so much of 

acquiring objects but of changing our inner land-

scape—we are buying values and identities in the 

possessions and activities purchased, tourism being 

no lesser a part of this than clothing or furniture.

All tourists, regardless of their motivation, will 

involve themselves in a combination of effective and 

symbolic consumption (Gonçalves & Thomas, 2012). 

Symbolic consumption has implications for a range 

of tourism management debates (e.g., the demon-

stration effect), in that so much of the way different 

tourism stakeholders relate can be connected to the 

purchase and enjoyment of goods for the construction 

of lifestyle and identity (Featherstone, 2001). Fisher 

(2004) notes that it is possible for the effect of one 

stakeholder on another to be indirect, through what he 

describes as an “informational cascade.” For Fisher 

(2004), this involves one person in a host society 

copying the behavior of another individual who them-

selves has been earlier influenced by tourists. The 

motivations of tourists to visit national parks may in 

part be resultant from the cascaded influence of media 

progressively influencing small sections of society 

who in turn influence other sections of society with 

whom they come into contact. As DeGrazia (1996) 

notes, “there was nothing natural or inevitable about 

the development of modern consumption practices” 

(p. 3); the citizen had to be taught to become a con-

sumer by learning how to identify, express, and satisfy 

long suppressed desires, to seek out new pleasures, to 

spend now and save later.

In its most basic form, media has been defined 

as “cultural technologies for the communication 

and circulation of ideas, information and mean-

ing” (Barnett, 2009, p. 450). Pierre Nora (1996, 

cited in Reijnders, 2011) identifies places of the 

imagination as physical localities that function as 

a symbolic anchor for the collective imagination 

of a society. Indeed, throughout history, visual 

images have mediated interpretations of the world 

(Masuda, Gonzalez, Kwan, & Nisbett, 2008). The 

act of capturing a scene, either with the eye, the 

brush, or the camera, is caught up in the cultural 
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providing images to the public, in order to entice 

them to visit the “nature” in parks, which pres-

ent an aesthetic of nature and natural experiences. 

Today there is an explicit recognition of tourism 

and recreation that also provides a foundation for 

environmentally and culturally compatible spiri-

tual, scientific, educational, recreational, and visitor 

opportunities (International Union for Conserva-

tion of Nature, 2014). The value positions that dif-

ferent tourism stakeholders attach to the role of 

tourism in national parks illustrate the increasing 

trend towards seeing tourism as part of a larger 

system of sociocultural, environmental, and other 

influences within national park management. Any 

commercial aspect of place and the marketing of 

place is embedded in a complex web of emotional, 

situated, and localized experiences.

The ordering practices of consuming nature that 

apply through place management and place rep-

resentation in images in fact reflect a contingent 

relation between image and viewer (Cataldi, Kelly, 

Kuzmich, Maier-Rothe, & Tang, 2011) and this 

aligns with Kant’s understanding that perception 

requires internal conditions for successful appre-

ciation of the external.

Experiences

While individuals have an individual aesthetic 

perception of national parks, this perception 

appears to be increasingly influenced by the mass 

media. The following discussion focuses on the 

actual onsite experience suggesting it has the poten-

tial to be deflating due to not only the mediatized 

imagery of nature, though more importantly due to 

the mediatized experiences that occur because of 

it. Saunders (2013) notes: “Aesthetic views about 

nature are not views from nowhere . . . they are 

constructed by our particular emotional response 

and cultural/scientific knowledge, lived experi-

ence, mediated through our sensory experience and 

motivated by our interests” (p. 7).

Images play a major role in the mediation of 

visual sensory experience in asserting a prior aes-

thetic on a forthcoming physical in-place experi-

ence. In the images of experiences provided in film/

television tourism, for example, we see the “David 

Attenborough Effect,” which is found to perpetuate 

tourists’ expectations of close encounters with wild 

2010; Croy, 2010) such as national parks. Selec-

tive image making for consumption forces places 

to evolve to meet the needs of tourists (Wirth & 

Freestone, 2001); whole environments are restruc-

tured by tourism to make them more attractive for 

consumption. Places are redefined as commodities 

that can be bought and sold. While access and use 

of public spaces, such as national parks, has some 

legislative and management controls, this does not 

apply to film or television representations of place. 

The inconstant nature of the spatial images that 

project claims about a space, and the appropria-

tion of these images by the users of those spaces 

(Zebracki, Van Der Vaart, & Van Aalst, 2010), such 

as tourism operators, is uncontrolled.

The significance of visual images in advertising, 

promoting place selling, and place attachment, added 

to the traditional claims of aesthetics and collective 

memory, is a potent force (Zebracki et al., 2012). 

Commonly, an image defines what is beautiful, what 

should be experienced, and with whom one should 

interact (Dann, 1996). Consequently, film and tele-

vision have encouraged visitation to many locations 

and have also determined to a degree the way we 

interact as a tourist. Wilderness activist and journal-

ist Robert Sterling Yard in June 1916 penned the fol-

lowing statement for the article “Making a Business 

of Scenery”:

We want our National Parks developed. We want 

roads and trails like Switzerland’s. We want hotels 

of all prices from lowest to highest. We want com-

fortable public camps in sufficient abundance to 

meet all demands. We want lodges and chalets 

at convenient intervals commanding the scenic 

possibilities of all our parks. We want the best 

and cheapest accommodations for pedestrians 

and motorists. We want sufficient and conve-

nient transportation at reasonable rates. We want 

adequate facilities and supplies for camping out 

at lowest prices. We want good fishing. We want 

our wild animal life conserved and developed. We 

want special facilities for nature study. (cited in 

Sellars, 2009, p. 28)

Indeed, Kotler (1975, cited in Lamb & Crompton, 

1981) defines marketing as a “philosophy about the 

relations an organisation should have with its markets 

and public” (p. 1). However, even with the range of 

alternative marketing strategies—ecological market-

ing, green marketing, and the like—we now have a 

system that in terms of practice and practicalities is 
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presented reality reflects management issues, eco-

nomic imperatives—and aesthetics come some way 

down the list.

Conclusion

As stated at the beginning of our discussion, 

Kant (1790/1987) argued that appreciation of the 

aesthetic is demonstrated by “taste,” with some 

people having greater ability to discern and judge, 

and therefore name, such esoteric qualities than  

others (Leith, 2001). Tourism image makers, includ-

ing the documentaries of exotic locales and wild-

life, choose and manipulate what is presented from 

a standpoint of “greater” knowing about places and 

experiences on offer, and we as tourism consumers 

accept that position—we trust what we are given. 

Kant’s (1790/1987) consideration that the aesthetic 

exists in autonomy as an attribute of the object 

itself is also perpetuated, through the isolation of 

image from context in the practice of marketing 

landscapes and sites, including the natural fea-

tures in National Parks across the world. His third 

consideration, that the aesthetic is accessible only 

through separation from the mundane and worldly, 

is a recurring theme in tourism marketing—we are 

all familiar with the notion of escape and relaxation 

propounded in many campaigns and promotions.

Yet, we contend, the consumers and the manag-

ers of tourism in national parks have evolved in 

their understanding of place needs as well as human 

engagement in parks—in short, in the aesthetics of 

the natural world and humanity’s need to realize, 

respect, and engage with symbiotic complexity.

Perhaps it is time for media producers and pre-

senters to become a little reflexive in the produc-

tion of tourism and place images.
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